Detonation propagation in a compressible medium wherein the energy release has been made spatially inhomogeneous is examined via numerical simulation. The inhomogeneity is introduced via step functions in the reaction progress variable, with the local value of energy release correspondingly increased so as to maintain the same average energy density in the medium, and thus a constant Chapman Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocity. A one-step Arrhenius rate governs the rate of energy release in the reactive zones. The resulting dynamics of a detonation propagating in such systems with one-dimensional layers and two-dimensional squares are simulated using a Godunov-type finite-volume scheme. The resulting wave dynamics are analyzed by computing the average wave velocity and one-dimensional averaged wave structure. In the case of sufficiently inhomogeneous media wherein the spacing between reactive zones is greater than the inherent reaction zone length, average wave speeds significantly greater than the corresponding CJ speed of the homogenized medium are obtained. If the shock transit time between reactive zones is less than the reaction time scale, then the classical CJ detonation velocity is recovered. The spatio-temporal averaged structure of the waves in these systems is analyzed via a Favre averaging technique, with terms associated with the thermal and mechanical fluctuations being explicitly computed. The analysis of the averaged wave structure identifies the super-CJ detonations as weak detonations owing to the existence of mechanical non-equilibrium at the effective sonic point embedded within the wave structure. The correspondence of the super-CJ behavior identified in this study with real detonation phenomena that may be observed in experiments is discussed. * Corresponding author: andrew.higgins@mcgill.ca 2
I. INTRODUCTION
A substantial collection of experimental evidence revealing that all detonation waves in gaseous mixtures possess a transient, multi-dimensional structure has been uncovered over the past 60 years.[1, 2] The structure consists of triple-point interactions between the leading shock and transverse shock waves that result in a cellular wave front. As a result of this spatially and temporally varying shock front compressing the reactive mixture at different strengths, the distribution of post-shock temperature varies greatly over the detonation cell cycle. Since the exothermic reactions in gaseous combustible mixtures governed by Arrhenius kinetics are very temperature sensitive, the reaction rates in different regions behind the leading shock may differ by several orders of magnitude. Although zones of prompt reaction triggered by adiabatic compression may exist in regions of the front consisting of strong Mach stems, weakly-shocked pockets of reactant may not be able to undergo significant exothermic reaction due to their thermal history on the time scale of a detonation. [3] [4] [5] Particularly in hydrocarbon fuel mixtures, pockets of compressed, unreacted mixture are observed to be separated from the shock front by the shear layer emanating from the triple points propagating transversely across the front. These pockets eventually burn out during the cell cycle, likely due to a turbulent flame-like mechanism, releasing their energy in compression waves that still help to support the leading front. Successive generations of computational simulation of this phenomenon since the late 1970s have revealed greater and greater intricacy of the details, many of which have also been observed in experiments, making a notoriously challenging problem for theoretical description. [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] While detonation waves in pre-mixed, homogenous media exhibit localized spatiotemporal reaction zone structures (e.g., unburned pockets, etc.), greater complications might arise from spatially inhomogeneous reactive media. Most practical applications of detonations rarely occur under conditions of perfect homogeneity such as, for example, accident scenarios involving the unintentional release of detonable fuel. In propulsive applications of detonative combustion, such as the rotating detonation engine (RDE), the detonable mixture is often created by the dynamic injection of fuel and oxidizer immediately ahead of the propagating detonation that may not have time to completely mix, resulting in large spatial variations in chemical reactivity. [10] Inhomogeneity in density, temperature, and particle velocity might also be present, under certain conditions, due to pre-existing turbulence (again, likely to be encountered in RDEs, for example). Examination of the effect of spatial inhomogeneities on the propagation behavior of gaseous detonation waves is of importance to treat these scenarios.
Given such challenging problems for detonation research, the available theoretical tools deriving from first principles are surprisingly simple, perhaps even oversimplified for the task of describing detonation propagation. Most theoretical models of detonation are developed from the assumption of the steady, quasi-one-dimensional Zel'dovich-von Neumann-Döring (ZND) solution satisfying a generalized Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) criterion, i.e., a vanishing thermicity at the point in the reaction zone where the flow moves away from the leading shock at the local speed of sound. [1, 11] In these models, the reactive medium in which the detonation wave propagates is always considered to be spatially homogeneous based on the averaged thermodynamic, flow, and chemical properties. The question then arises as to whether the propagation behavior of detonation waves that are influenced by the spatial inhomogeneities of the reactive medium (or the inherent spatio-temporal variations that exist in cellular detonations in homogeneous media) can be accurately predicted by these simple models based on an averaging treatment.
Answering the above-mentioned question was recently attempted by Mi et al. [12] In their study, the propagation speed of a detonation, resulting from a medium that consists of spatially discretized energy sources separated by regions of inert material, was examined via one-dimensional, direct numerical simulations. In the cases of highly discretized energy sources, the resulting detonation velocity was observed to be greater than the predicted CJ velocity of a homogenized medium with the same amount of energy release (for the case of ratio of a specific heat capacity γ = 1.1, the average wave speed was nearly 15% greater than the CJ speed). These significant deviations from the CJ prediction were hypothesized to be indicative of weak detonations with a non-equilibrium state at the effective sonic surface. In their study, an artificial mechanism of energy deposition, i.e., a discrete source that is instantaneously triggered by the passage of the leading shock, independent of the shock strength, after a prescribed delay time, was implemented due to its simplicity. Hence, a more realistic mechanism of heat release, wherein the energy release evolves from the reactive media itself, depending upon the local thermodynamic state, must be incorporated in further investigations of this problem.
In the present study, the effect of both one-and two-dimensional spatial inhomogeneities on the propagation speed of gaseous detonation waves without losses is computationally examined. Since a typical detonable mixture of gases is governed by activated chemical reactions, single-step Arrhenius kinetics, as the simplest candidate reaction model, is incorporated into the system. The spatial discretization of energy can be realized, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , via concentrating the reactant into layers (or sheets), standing perpendicular to the direction of detonation wave propagation, separated by regions of inert gas. This arrangement of discrete sources is similar to that used in [12] and can be implemented in both one-and two-dimensional simulations. Another way to discretize the reactive medium is by concentrating the reactant into infinitely long square-based prisms laying along an axis that is perpendicular to the direction of detonation wave propagation, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
This arrangement can be implemented in two-dimensional simulations as an array of square sources. These two arrangements of spatial inhomogeneities are referred to as reactive layers and squares, respectively, in this paper.
The first objective of this study is to examine whether the super-CJ wave propagation, which was identified in [12] for the cases with highly discrete sources, still occurs in a one-or two-dimensional gaseous detonation system with state-dependent Arrhenius kinetics. The simulation results are then analyzed via a spatio-temporal averaging procedure to further elucidate the physical mechanism that is responsible for this super-CJ wave speed. By performing parametric studies, a continuous transition from the continuum CJ propagation to the super-CJ waves in extremely discretized reactive media, i.e., a sequence of pointsource blasts that in turn trigger the next source, is systematically explored and analyzed. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the problem statement and the governing equations of the proposed system are introduced. Section III describes the numerical methodology used to solve the governing equations. The results of sample one-and two-dimensional wave structures, the history of instantaneous propagation speed, and the averaged propagation speed as a function of the model parameters are presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the procedures of data analysis are described. The findings based upon the simulation results and the analysis are discussed in Sec. VI and summarized in the Conclusions (Sec. VII). The detailed derivation of the governing equations based on the averaged properties can be found in the Appendix.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The detonable mixtures are modelled to be calorically perfect (i.e., with a fixed ratio of specific heats γ) and have the potential to release chemical energy with a specific heating value Q (J/kg). The tilde "∼" denotes a dimensional quantity. The flow variables, density, pressure, temperature, and particle velocity (x-and y-components), are non-dimensionalized with reference to the initial state ahead of the leading shock, i.e., ρ = ρ/ ρ 0 , p = p/ p 0 , T = T / T 0 , u = u/ p 0 / ρ 0 , and v = v/ p 0 / ρ 0 , respectively. The subscript "0" indicates the pre-shock, initial state of the reactive medium. The properties of a thermodynamic state are related via the ideal gas law, i.e., p = ρ R T , where R is the gas constant, or p = ρT in dimensionless form. The heat release Q is non-dimensionalized as Q = Q/ ( p 0 / ρ 0 ). Applying the CJ criterion, the velocity of a detonation wave propagating in a uniform reactive medium with the heat release Q can be calculated via the following relation,
where M CJ is the CJ Mach number and c 0 = √ γ is the non-dimensionalized initial speed of sound. The average propagation speed resulting from each inhomogeneous scenario simulated in this study will be compared with the V CJ corresponding to a homogeneous reactive system with the same average energy release Q.
The non-linear, unsteady gasdynamics of the system is described by the two-dimensional (or one-dimensional) reactive Euler equations in the laboratory-fixed reference frame:
where the conserved variable U, the convective fluxes F and G, and reactive source term S are, respectively, In the above equations, e is the non-dimensional specific total energy, and Z is the reaction progress variable, or the normalized concentration of reactant, which varies between 1 (unreacted) and 0 (fully reacted). For a homogeneous reactive system, the specific total energy is defined as e = p/(γ − 1)ρ + (u 2 + v 2 )/2 + ZQ. In this study, the reaction rate Ω = ∂Z/∂t is governed by single-step Arrhenius chemical kinetics as follows,
where k and E a are the dimensionless pre-exponential factor and activation energy, respectively.
The reactive domain that contains discrete sources is initialized with uniform pressure, density, and particle velocity as p = 1, ρ = 1, and u = 0, respectively. An initiation zone, where pressure and density equal twice the corresponding CJ value, i.e., p = 2p CJ and ρ = 2ρ CJ , is placed on the left of the reactive domain. A rightward propagating shock wave generated from this initiation zone thus triggers the discrete sources and supports a reaction wave to propagate to the right. The spatial inhomogeneities are introduced into the system as spatially discrete reactive layers or squares separated by inert regions. This spatial discretization is realized by initializing Z as 1 in the reactive sources and 0 in the inert regions. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the reactive layers with a width W are distributed in the domain with a regular spacing L between each two consecutive layers. Thus, the initial distribution of Z in space can be described as a summation of regularly spaced, one-dimensional Heaviside (boxcar) functions,
where i is the index of each discrete reactive layer. The scenario with discrete reactive squares is shown in Fig. 2 (b) . The side length of each square source is W and the spacing between each two neighboring sources is L. In this case, the initial distribution of Z can be described as a summation of regularly spaced, two-dimensional Heaviside functions,
where i and j are the indices of each discrete reactive square in x-and y-directions, respectively.
The spatial discreteness parameter Γ is defined as Γ = W/L for the cases with reactive layers and Γ = W 2 /L 2 for the cases with reactive squares. In the limit of Γ → 1, the initial distribution of Z becomes uniform in the reactive medium; in the limit of Γ → 0, the spatially discrete source approaches a δ-function in space. In order to maintain the overall amount of energy release Q the same as the homogeneous case (Γ = 1), the actual heat release associated with each discrete source must be increased according to the prescribed spatial discreteness Γ. Hence, for the cases with discrete reactive sources, the specific total energy is formulated as e = p/(γ − 1)ρ + (u
This current study is focused on exploring the effect of spatial discreteness Γ and source spacing L on the wave propagation behavior in an inhomogeneous reactive medium. The values of Q and γ are chosen to be Q = 50 and γ = 1.2 to represent a typical gaseous detonable mixture. The dimensionless activation energy is chosen to be E a = 20 to ensure stable detonation propagation in the one-dimensional, homogeneous system, which can be used as a control case to more clearly identify the effect of the spatial inhomogeneities and intrinsic multi-dimensional instabilities on the resulting propagation behavior. [13, 14] The pre-exponential factor k = 16.45 is chosen so that the half-reaction-zone length for the homogeneous case is unity.
III. NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
Two independently-written simulation codes were used to solve the one-and twodimensional reactive Euler equations. Both of them were based upon a uniform Cartesian grid. The one-dimensional simulation code used the MUSCL-Hancock TVD Godunov-type finite-volume scheme [15] with an exact Riemann solver and the van Leer non-smooth slope limiter. The reaction process in the one-dimensional simulations was solved using a secondorder, two-stage explicit Runge-Kutta method. The Strang splitting method was used in order to maintain second-order accuracy. [16] The two-dimensional simulation code was also based upon the MUSCL-Hancock scheme but with an HLLC approximate solver for the Riemann problem. [17, 18] This code was implemented in Nvidia's CUDA programming language and performed on a Nvidia Tesla K40M GPU computing processor to accelerate the simulation runs.
In each case simulated in this study, the length (i.e., size in the x-direction) of the entire domain was at least 50 times the source spacing L. For the cases with reactive squares, transverse width (i.e., size in the y-direction) was at least 5L. In order to have a better algorithmic efficiency, instead of the entire domain, the simulations were only performed in a window that enclosed the leading wave complex at each time step. A window size (in the x-direction) of 10L (i.e., containing 10 discrete reactive layers or 10 vertical arrays of reactive squares) was used and was verified to be sufficient to capture all of the dynamics contributing to the propagation of the leading shock. Once the leading shock front reached the end (right boundary) of the computational window, the window frame (i.e., left and right boundaries) was advanced by half of the window size 5L. A transmissive boundary condition was applied on both left and right boundaries of the computational window. On the top and bottom boundaries, a periodic boundary condition was applied to simulate a detonation wave propagating in an infinitely wide domain without experiencing any losses due to lateral expansion. The minimum numerical resolution used in this study was 20
computational cells per half-reaction-zone (unity) length of the homogeneous case, i.e., ∆x = 0.05. For cases with very small source spacing, e.g., L = 1, a high numerical resolution of 100 computational cells per half-reaction-zone length was used to ensure a sufficient number (∼ 10) of computational cells within a discrete source.
IV. RESULT
Results from three different cases are presented here: reactive layers in one dimension, reactive layers in two dimensions, and reactive squares in two dimensions. For each case, a snapshot of the flow field will be shown, followed by the velocity history. is associated with a strong exothermic reaction upon the leading shock encountering one of these reactive layers. The shorter spike in the Z profile in Fig. 3 (a) corresponds to this partially reacted discrete source shortly after being shocked. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , forward-and backward-running blast waves that are generated by this strong exothermic reaction can be identified in the pressure profile. Downstream from the leading shock, the pressure profile consists of a large number of decaying and interacting blast waves generated by the earlier sources. The history of the instantaneous propagation speed V normalized by V CJ for the same case is plotted in Fig. 5 (a) as a function of the leading shock position x s .
The trajectory of the leading shock x s (t) can be obtained from the simulation by finding the location where pressure increases to p = 1.5 from its initial, pre-shock state p 0 = 1 at each time step. The instantaneous propagation speed V can then be calculated by numerically differentiating x s (t) over time. After a short process of initiation (over approximately 5 sources), the wave propagation becomes periodic as shown in the inset in Fig. 5(a) . A cycle of pulsation in wave velocity, V , occurs over a length that is the same as the spacing between two reactive layers, L. An averaged propagation speed can be measured over a long distance same value of Γ and L.
C. Two-dimensional reactive squares
The sample results plotted in Fig. 4(c) propagates rightward in this figure. The red squares in the contour of Z are the highly concentrated sources of energy. As shown in the contour of pressure in Fig. 4(c) , the transversely regular, wavy leading wave front, which consists of blast waves generated by the energy release of regularly spaced square sources, can be identified. Downstream (to the left) from the leading shock, the wave structure becomes increasingly irregular. In the plot of V /V CJ as a function of leading shock position (Fig. 4(c) ), a regularly periodic variation in V over a length of L, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(c) , persists throughout the simulation as that resulting from both the one-and two-dimensional cases with reactive layers. The V avg of the two-dimensional, reactive square cases is fairly close to that of the two-dimensional, reactive layer cases, but lower than that of the one-dimensional cases for the same values of Γ and L.
V. ANALYSIS
As shown in Sec. IV, a full spectrum of average wave propagation speeds that are significantly greater than V CJ is obtained in both one-and two-dimensional systems with discretized energy sources governed by finite-rate, state-dependent Arrhenius kinetics. In order to understand the physical mechanism underlying these super-CJ waves, the simulation results are analyzed in two steps. First, the results of select cases are analyzed via a densityweighted (Favre), spatio-temporal averaging method. Using this analysis, which was introduced to the field of detonation by Lee and Radulescu [3] , Radulescu et al. [4] , and Sow et al. [19] . Mi et al. interpreted the super-CJ propagation, resulting from a system with highly concentrated sources that instantaneously deposit energy after a fixed delay time, as weak detonations owing to the non-equilibrium condition at the average sonic surface. [12] The motivation of performing this analysis in the present study is to verify that this mechanism of weak detonation is also responsible for the super-CJ propagation with more realistic reaction kinetics and a higher dimension. Second, with the assistance of an x-t diagram constructed from the numerical flow field, a physical parameter, τ c , which compares the reaction time of a source t r and shock transit time from one source to the next t s , i.e., τ c = t r /t s , can be determined. This parameter is used to explain the continuous transition of the propagation speed from V CJ to the plateau super-CJ value.
A. Averaged steady, one-dimensional wave structure
One-and two-dimensional systems with discrete reactive layers are analyzed using a In Fig. 7(a) , the averaged pressurep for the one-dimensional case is plotted with respect to the wave-attached coordinates x , where x = x − V avg t. The sonic point marked as the black circle on the profile ofp is where the slope of the averaged u + c characteristics equals 0, i.e., A similar profile ofp is obtained for the two-dimensional case as shown in Fig. 7 (c).
The jump in pressure associated to the averaged leading shock front is however less sharp (smeared out) than that for the one-dimensional case. As indicated by the black circle in the inset,p sonic = 21.8 is close to but still greater than p CJ (dashed line). As shown in Fig. 7(d) , while the exothermic reaction rate still remains significantly positive, and φ M and φ T persist with significantly large amplitudes, the total thermicity φ vanishes in the immediate vicinity of the average sonic point. Thus, in the two-dimensional case, the non-equilibrium state associated with significant mechanical and thermal fluctuations is identified at the location where the averaged flow encounters the effective sonic surface.
B. Evaluation of τ c
As shown in Sec. IV (Fig. 6) , a continuous transition of the propagation speed from V CJ to the plateau super-CJ value is found as Γ decreases from 1 to 0 or L increases. An analogous spectrum of propagation regimes is identified in flame propagation in reactive media with spatially discrete or point-like sources. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] A physical parameter, τ c , which is the ratio between the heat release time of each source and the characteristic time of heat diffusion between neighboring sources, is used to characterize the corresponding flame propagation regime. Similarly, in this system of discrete source detonations, single-step Arrhenius kinetics with a finite reaction rate permit us to measure the time over which a discrete source (layer or square) releases its chemical energy, t r . Knowing the trajectory of the leading shock wave, the time required for the wave front to travel from one discrete source to the next, t s , can also be measured. Thus, the ratio between t r and t s , i.e., τ c = t r /t s , can be evaluated. As the physical significance of τ c related to the wave propagation regimes in discretized reactive where x is the spatial coordinate in a wave-attached reference frame. This x -t diagram of Z can be directly constructed from the simulation results for the one-dimensional cases.
For the two-dimensional simulations, the flow field of Z at each time step first needs to be spatially averaged along the y-axis to obtain a one-dimensional profile. Then, the x -t diagram can be constructed based on these averaged profiles of Z from the two-dimensional simulation results. The x -t diagrams of Z for cases with various model parameters are shown in Fig. 8 . 
VI. DISCUSSION
The results presented in this paper show that, in an adiabatic system of discretized energy sources governed by single-step Arrhenius kinetics, waves can propagate, in a self-sustained manner, at a speed that is significantly greater than the CJ value of a homogeneous system with the same amount of overall heat release and without the support of a piston. Based on the analysis presented in Sec. V A for selected one-and two-dimensional cases, this nearly 10% super-CJ wave propagation can be interpreted as a weak detonation where the flow remains in a non-equilibrium state upon reaching the effective sonic surface. Note that, of all detonation solutions satisfying the conservation laws, the CJ solution with a complete equilibrium state at the sonic surface corresponds to the slowest possible wave speed. By evaluating the terms which comprise the total thermicity in the master equation (Eq. A.13)
based on the Favre-averaged properties, the non-equilibrium condition at the sonic point is attributed to the intense fluctuations in momentum and total energy of the flow. The generalized-CJ condition, i.e., a vanishing thermicity (φ = 0) at the average sonic point (u * + c * = 0), is satisfied owing to the balance between the exothermic chemical reaction and the mechanical and thermal fluctuations. The finding of this study incorporating a more realistic, state-dependent reaction model complements the previous study by Mi et al. [12] , verifying that the classic CJ criterion assuming a homogeneous medium based on averaged properties is not always applicable to predict the wave propagation speed in a spatially inhomogeneous system, and further suggesting that the resulting super-CJ propagation is independent of the particular energy deposition mechanism.
In the previous work of Mi et al. [12] , where an instantaneous, state-and shock strengthindependent mechanism of energy deposition was considered, the spatial coordinate can be normalized by the regular spacing between two consecutive sources. In other words, source spacing L does not affect the wave propagation behavior. In that study, the ratio of specific heat capacity γ and the spatial discreteness parameter Γ are the only two factors determining the deviation of average wave speed away from the CJ solution. In the current study, however, as a finite-rate, state-dependent reaction rate is incorporated, an additional length scale, i.e., the reaction zone length of a detonation in the homogenized system, comes into play. This physical length scale is a function of E a , Q, and γ, but independent of source spacing. The source spacing relative to the intrinsic reaction zone length therefore affects the resulting wave propagation behavior.
The effect of L on the average wave speed can be identified in Fig. 6(b) . For a fixed spatial discreteness Γ = 0.04, V avg increases from V CJ to a plateau value that is 10% greater than V CJ as L increases from 1 (i.e., source spacing equals half-reaction-zone length) to 200.
As Γ decreases from 1 to the limit of Γ → 0, a similar trend of V avg increasing from the CJ speed to the same plateau value is shown in Fig. 6(a) . These two asymptotic limits of Γ can be understood as follows: When Γ = 1, the source size equals the source spacing; the system is thus continuous, resulting in a CJ propagation speed. As Γ → 0, the discrete sources tend to be spatial δ-functions and release energy nearly instantaneously. In this limit, each source generates forward-and backward-running blast waves. The forward running blast triggers the next source, so the wave propagates via a mechanism of sequentially initiated blast waves by the point sources, which can be qualitatively captured by the heuristic model based on the construction of point-source blast solutions in the Appendix of Ref. [12] . Since the variation of V avg as a function of L is between the same asymptotic limits as those of Γ, the underlying mechanisms at these limits must have an equivalent effect on the wave prop-agation. When L is small, i.e., on the order of the intrinsic half-reaction-zone length, these spatial inhomogeneities are too fine so that the reactive medium is effectively homogenized.
In the other limit, where L is hundreds of times larger than the half-reaction-zone length, the time of a discrete source being processed by the leading shock and releasing energy is much shorter than the time required for the leading shock to travel from a source to the next.
Hence, given the large time scale of wave propagation, the energy of one source is released effectively instantaneously, and the overall picture of this wave propagation reverts to the case of sequentially triggered point blasts. Note that, since neither losses nor a chemical kinetic cutoff are considered in this system, further increasing L will not qualitatively alter the resulting wave dynamics or lead to quenching.
The continuous spectrum of the wave solutions from the effectively homogeneous CJ
propagation to a sequence of point-source blasts can be rationalized with the assistance of i.e., τ c = 0.05. The wave propagation in this case is thus via the mechanism of sequentially triggered point-source blasts, and a plateau super-CJ speed is observed.
As shown in Fig. 6 , the resulting V avg values in the one-and two-dimensional cases with reactive layers coincide at the CJ and plateau super-CJ limits, but differ over the transitional range of Γ and L. Over this range, the V avg values of the two-dimensional cases are smaller than that of the one-dimensional cases. This difference is due to the fact that, while the detonation in the one-dimensional homogeneous system is stable for the selected parameters (Q = 50, γ = 1.2, and E a = 20) [13] , it is intrinsically unstable in a homogeneous two-dimensional system. [14] In addition, the stability analysis which indicates that this system should be stable in one-dimension only applies to homogeneous media. As the source energy is concentrated into reactive layers or squares, the local heat release increases by a factor of 1/Γ, likely promoting the development of instability. For the cases with large Γ and small L, which are not severely inhomogeneous, the intrinsic detonation instabilities are likely developed in a two-dimensional system. As shown in the two-dimensional sample result in Fig. 4(b) , after the instabilities have fully developed, the leading shock front becomes transversely wavy, and thus processes different parts of the discrete reactive layer at different times and with different strength. The spatially smeared shock front in thep profile for the two-dimensional case shown in Fig. 7 (c) is a result of these developed instabilities.
Hence, the heat release of a discrete layer is also temporally and spatially smeared out, having a homogenizing effect on the energy deposition. This effect can be verified in the x -t diagram of Z-contour for the two-dimensional case with Γ = 0.04 and L = 10 based on the spatially averaged one-dimensional wave profiles ( Fig. 8(d) ). The τ c for this case is determined as 0.33, which is greater than that for the one-dimensional case with the same Γ and L, i.e., τ c = 0.21, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (d) . Correspondingly, the V avg resulting from the above-mentioned two-dimensional case is 6.1% greater than V CJ while that for the one-dimensional case is 8.5% greater than V CJ . Therefore, as an alternative to Γ and L, τ c can be used as a general parameter that quantifies the effect of energy discretization on the wave propagation speed. As demonstrated in Fig. 9 , the results V avg for both oneand two-dimensional cases with various Γ and L follow qualitatively the same trend when plotted as a function of τ c .
In this study, the super-CJ wave propagation is identified in the cases with a twodimensional arrangement of reactive squares. The super-CJ plateau value and the dependence of the deviation from the CJ propagation on the spatial discreteness Γ and spacing between reactive squares L is qualitatively the same as that for the cases with reactive layers.
This result suggests that the super-CJ wave propagation and its underlying mechanism due to the spatial inhomogeneities are unlikely an artifact only arising from a one-dimensional system or a system with a one-dimensional, laminar-like arrangement of discrete sources (i.e., reactive layers), but a rather fundamental consequence of multi-dimensionally dis-tributed inhomogeneities on the propagation of reaction waves.
Although this study considers simplified scenarios of spatial inhomogeneities, it may capture some details of a detonation propagating in the combustion chamber of a rotating detonation engine with discretely located fuel/oxidizer injection. The scenario with reactive layers resembles the RDE design where detonable gases are axially injected into the annular combustion chamber such as those studied in Refs. [27] [28] [29] ; the RDEs with impinging injection of non-premixed fuel and oxidizer [30] [31] [32] can be conceptualized as the scenario with discrete reactive squares. The key finding of this current work may explain the 5% super-CJ detonation velocity recently reported by Fujii et al. [28] for the numerical simulations of a detonation wave propagating in a RDE combustion chamber with relatively widely spaced, premixed gas injection.
Drawing inspiration from Vasil'ev and Nikolaev's heuristic model [33] , which utilized interacting point-source blast waves to mimic detonation cell structure, the two-dimensional arrangement of highly concentrated, reactive squares considered in this study can be used to investigate the wave dynamics of cellular detonations in future efforts. By selecting a source spacing L that is similar to typical detonation cell sizes, the wave structure induced by imposing spatial inhomogeneities can be hypothesized to have a similar effect on the overall propagation behavior and critical limits as those resulting from the intrinsic cellular structure. Spatially regular and random distributions of inhomogeneities can potentially be used to induce wave structures similar to that in weakly and strongly unstable mixtures, respectively.
Further development of this detonation system with spatial inhomogeneities will also be carried out by incorporating a multi-step, chain-branching reaction scheme that provides a kinetic quenching mechanism [34, 35] , i.e., a critical temperature below which the exothermic reaction rate is decreased significantly (or quenches). With such a system, it would be possible to examine critical detonation phenomena, for example, a propagation limit in source spacing L beyond which the blast wave generated by a discrete source decays to a shock that is too weak to trigger the exothermic reaction of the subsequent sources.
VII. CONCLUSION
The effect of spatial inhomogeneity in the reaction progress variable upon detonation propagation, while maintaining the overall energy release of the medium as constant, has been studied via numerical simulations in one-dimensional systems and in two-dimensional systems of reactive layers and squares governed by activated, Arrhenius kinetics. The average wave speeds are observed to agree with the predictions of the classical Chapman-Jouguet criterion provided that the time scale of the energy release is greater than the time required for the leading shock to propagate between sources. This regime is observed if the medium is nearly homogeneous (i.e., with the gaps of inert media being smaller than the reactive areas) or when the spacing between the reactive layers is small in comparison to the half reaction zone length of a detonation in the equivalent homogeneous media. In sufficiently inhomogeneous media, wherein the spacing between reactive regions is greater than the inherent reaction zone length, average wave propagation speeds significantly greater than the CJ velocity of the equivalent homogenous medium are observed (up to 10%). Based on spatial and temporal averaging of the numerical results, the super-CJ waves can be interpreted as weak detonations wherein the generalized CJ condition applies at a state of non-equilibrium existing at an effective sonic point inside the wave structure, rather than at an equilibrium point located at the end of the reaction zone in the classical CJ detonation criterion. The non-equilibrium condition in the flow is attributed to persistent fluctuations in momentum and total energy resulting from the intense shock waves generated by the concentrated pockets of energy release.
Appendix
The complete derivation of the Favre-averaged (i.e., density-weighted, spatio-temporally averaged) equations, the master equation, and the thermicity terms (φ, φ M , φ T , and φ R ) are presented in this Appendix. The averaging is performed in a reference frame moving at the averaged wave propagation velocity V avg . In this moving reference frame, the spatial coordinate and the x-component of particle velocity are transformed as x = x − V avg t and u = u − V avg , respectively. For convenience, u denotes the x-component of particle velocity with respect to the moving frame in this Appendix.
A simple spatio-temporal averaging (or only temporal for one-dimensional cases), i.e., Reynolds averaging procedure, is then applied to density and pressure as follows ρ (x ) = 1 t 2 − t 1 where the averaged specific total energy e * can be expressed as follows, The master equation describes how the particle velocity of a fluid element traversing through a one-dimensional, steady Favre-averaged wave structure is influenced by the thermicity (φ) due to mechanical fluctuations (φ M ), thermal fluctuations (φ M ), and chemical reaction progress (φ R ). Upon the flow passing through the averaged sonic point where the denominator of the master equation (Eq. A.13) equals zero, i.e., c * 2 − u * 2 = 0, the thermicity φ must vanish, i.e., φ = 0. Otherwise, a singularity would be encountered at the averaged sonic point. Thus, the condition φ = 0 at the sonic surface that permits a singularity-free wave structure is known as the generalized CJ condition.
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